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Luther.Workflow Automation
As digitalisation advances, the processes and procedures used in law firms and legal 
departments are changing. In light of increasing demands from the individual areas, we 
need to break new ground as regards networking and the exchange of information. Existing 
processes should be scrutinised at regular intervals and, where necessary, optimised and, 
to the extent reasonable, automated. With Luther.WorkflowAutomation, we can provide an 
innovative approach to optimising and automating legal workflows and processes and make 
use of a ground-breaking digital instrument: robotic process automation (RPA).

The objective of this approach is to question the efficiency of 
legal processes. Especially daily internal procedures hold great 
potential for automation. With our process design and 
automation approach, we can offer integrated advice using 
innovative technical services: robotic process automation 
(RPA). The organisational efficiency gains resulting from this 
can be re-invested in the work on complex legal issues.

Our Service Components:

■	Recording and structuring the internal process architecture
■	Analysing processes, including identifying their strengths 

and weaknesses
■	Performing tool-based process scoring activities to evaluate 

the potential for workflow automation using RPA
■	Performing capacity calculations to determine the cost and 

benefits of automation
■	Assisting with the optimisation and automation of the 

selected processes

We use the described method in an internal and external 
context. In the area of process automation, large gains in 
efficiency can be realised when handling mass proceedings. 

We have, for example, been automating the exchange of 
information between diverse parties in over 10,000 proceedings. 
The described service components are generally defined in 
more detail in moderated workshops that are attended by the 
business areas involved, lawyers from Luther and our digital 
and process experts. The solution is developed in three work 
packages, the so-called key components. 
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Luther has been named “Law Firm of the Year 2019” by the 
German legal publisher JUVE, and a “Digital Law Firm 2020”. 
Our platform has won the PMN Award.


